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A COLOSSUS OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE

Across Sydney Harbour has been thrown the great arch bridge of the age, a commanding structure with stately towers that stand like Pillars of Hercules bestriding the tides. THE BRIDGE is finished. And, by no matter what standards of... [ILLUSTRATED]

Article: 735 words
1932, English, Photograph edition:
Floats, Sydney Harbour Bridge Celebrations, 1932
Hall & Co.

Photographs: 1 film photonegative (copied from original nitrate photonegative); 36 mm.
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Edition details

Get this edition

Freely available

View at State Library of NSW.
Freely available

FLAShING THE AT MARDI GRAS

Bush fire bulletin.

[Article: 2011]

... in Sydney, I had never attended the FLAShING THE AT MARDI GRAS By Susie McGregor, South KATOomba Brigade ...

Cliff edge Cliff Drive, KATOomba fire

Bush fire bulletin.

[Article]

... Cliff edge Cliff Drive, KATOomba fire The conditions leading into 1 November 2014 were ...

Fast and furious fire in KATOomba

Bush fire bulletin.

[Article: 2012]

... Fast and furious fire in KATOomba The Blue Mountains experienced a rapidly escalating bush fire ...
The Road That Blew Away

Could this be the weirdest call out for 2007?

It was late December in the Hay district and the area had been recently drenched in rain. Firefighters were calm despite the warm weather and thunderstorms. They were even preparing to knock off early for the Christmas break.

Late Friday afternoon, 21 December, however, Hay Fire Control Centre received a report that a mini tornado had just passed through a local property destroying a woolshed and damaging the homestead and several cottages. (see photos bottom right)

A few minutes later Hay Group Captain, Jim Crossley, reported in with another incident on the Cobb Highway. Jim had himself just received a call from a passer-by saying that "the bitumen had blown off the road" near his property.

There was stunned silence for a few seconds in the Fire Control Centre. Jim is not generally known as a practical joker. Jim explained.

...Control Centre received a report that a mini <em>tornado</em> had just passed through a local property destroying a...

...the Cobb Highway near Hay. RIGHT: The mini <em>tornado</em> that damaged the Cobb Highway also passed through a...
Text

Miller Point.
Sydney Harbour.
Oil Painting by
Arthur Streeton.
In the possession of
Leonard Dodds, Esq.,
Sydney.
# Bush fire bulletin

**Title:** Bush fire bulletin.

**Uniform Title:** Bush fire bulletin (Sydney, N.S.W.)

**Also Titled:** Bush fire
Bushfire bulletin

**Former Title:** Sitrep (Sydney, N.S.W.)

**Other Creators:**
- Bush Fire Council of New South Wales
- NSW Rural Fire Service

**Published:** Sydney : Bush Fire Council of N.S.W., 1978-

**Physical Description:** v. : ill. ; 24 cm.

**Subjects:**
- NSW Rural Fire Service -- Periodicals.
- Wildfires -- New South Wales -- Prevention and control -- Periodicals.
- Forest fires -- New South Wales -- Periodicals.
- Wildfires -- Australia -- New South Wales -- Prevention and control -- Periodicals.
- Wildfires -- Prevention and control.
- New South Wales.

**Notes:**
- From v.6, no.3 (1984) to vol. 9, no. 1 and 2 (1987) title was "Bushfire bulletin"
- Also available online. Address as at 13/05/2016: \textit{http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/resources/bush-fire-bulletin}
- Also available online: \textit{http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-264283385}

"Official journal of the Bush Fire Council of New South Wales", from [199-]: "The official journal of NSW Rural Fire Service"
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**Frequency:** Quarterly
2007-06-01, English, Article, Journal or magazine article edition:
SPOTFIRE! LIGHTNING STRIKE KEEPS FIREFIGHTERS BUSY NEAR ALBURY


article
Journal
357 words
2007-06-01
English

Edition details

Title
SPOTFIRE! LIGHTNING STRIKE KEEPS FIREFIGHTERS BUSY NEAR ALBURY

Appears In
Bush fire bulletin., v.29, no.2, p.47 (ISSN: 1033-7598)

Published
2007-06-01

Physical Description
article
Journal
357 words

Part Of
Bush fire bulletin.

Date or Place
New South Wales

Summary
Crews from the RFS and NPWS were called to a fire, originating from a lightning strike, in Woomargama National Park, northeast of Albury, at

Language
English

Identifier
nla.gov.au/nla.obj-292926940
1596073
nla.gov.au/nla.obj-28745032 (journal issue)
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### Top 5 journals by page views of digitised content (Usage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Page views of journal issues April 2016 – July 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pacific islands monthly : PIM</td>
<td>12,651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building : the magazine for the architect, builder, property owner and merchant</td>
<td>9,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMAG/Mount Isa Mines Limited</td>
<td>6,361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Home : an Australian quarterly</td>
<td>4,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush fire bulletin</td>
<td>3,642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
List: Writers interviewed by Zora Cross (pseudonym Bernice May) in the Australian Woman's Mirror.

In the late 1920s and early 30s, Zora Cross interviewed her fellow women writers for the popular magazine the Australian Woman’s Mirror. Without these entertaining profiles, there would be little trace of many of these writers in literary history or biography.
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Llywelyn Lucas
The Australian woman’s mirror.
[ Article : 1927 ]

Impressions of Some Writing Women
The Australian woman’s mirror.
[ Article : 1926 ]

A Shelf of Women’s Books
The Australian woman’s mirror.
[ Article : 1926 ]
Bush Fire Bulletin

The NSW RFS has joined forces with the National Library of Australia to digitise the entire collection of the Bush Fire Bulletin dating back to September 1952.

All editions of the Bush Fire Bulletin are available online and are fully searchable, making this huge historical archive easily accessible.

Commissioner Shane Fitzsimmons has praised the opportunity for the Bush Fire Bulletin to be so accessible.

‘The skill and dedication of our volunteer service has been recorded in the pages of the Bush Fire Bulletin, informing and bringing to life the important work our members undertake,’ Commissioner Fitzsimmons said. ‘I am very proud that this history of the NSW RFS will be available for all of Australia and the world to see.’

Type in your search items in the search engine above to access the archive.
FLASHING THE AT MARDI GRAS

Bush fire bulletin.

[ Article : 2011]

... in Sydney. I had never attended the FLASHING THE AT MARDI GRAS By Susie McGregor, South Katoomba Brigade ...

Cliff edge Cliff Drive, Katoomba fire
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[ Article ]

... Cliff edge Cliff Drive, Katoomba fire The conditions leading into 1 November 2014 were ...

Fast and furious fire in Katoomba
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[ Article : 2012 ]

... Fast and furious fire in Katoomba The Blue Mountains experienced a rapidly escalating bush fire ...
THE WORLD'S GREATEST CHORUS SONG

WE MUST ALL PULL TOGETHER!

THE PROSPERITY SONG

WORDS BY
R. P. WESTON
AND
BERT LEE

MUSIC BY
HARRIS WESTON

Charlie Lawrence's Community Song Success

Price 2¢ Net

Published by Special Arrangement with Frank, Day & Hunter, Ltd., London.
Newspaper titles coming soon

The newspaper titles listed below are planned for delivery to Trove. If you are interested in a particular title you may like to subscribe to the web feed which alerts you to new titles as they are added to Trove.

Titles are listed by state/territory and then alphabetically by title. These titles have been funded for digitisation by various contributors which are indicated in square brackets after the title name.

Titles will be removed from this list when they are available on Trove.

**NSW**

- The Daily Telegraph (Sydney, NSW: 1879-1906); [State Library of New South Wales Digital Excellence Program]
- The Mosman Mail (1898-1906); [Mosman Historical Society]

**VIC**

- The Evening Echo (Bellarat, VIC: 1914-1918); [State Library Victoria]
- The Star (Bellarat, VIC: 1856); [Bellarat Library]

**WA**

- Dowerin Guardian & Amery Line Advocate (1927-1954); [State Library of Western Australia]
- Mt. Barker & Denmark Record (1929-1949); [State Library of Western Australia]
- Mullawa Mail (1921-1947); [State Library of Western Australia]
- Red Star (1932-1936); [State Library of Western Australia]
- Weekly Gazette (Goomalling, W.A.: 1924-1946); [State Library of Western Australia]
- Workers Star (1936-1950); [State Library of Western Australia]
What’s next?

• Cleaner, clearer, easier to use
• API update
• Statistics
• Enhancements based on partner feedback
• Other formats
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